
“I would like to thank you for the most wonderful conference. It was a fruitful and amazing time for 

me and my colleagues.” A. B. 

 

“Many thanks for a fabulous conference (and dinner!!) and it was great meeting you!” M. B. 

 

“Efxaristo for your tremendous symposium.” B. M. B.   

 

“Thanks for a wonderful and stimulating conference and thank you for your generosity in organizing 

the conference. And I’m happy to see that there will be another ISMBS in 2017.”  L. C. 

 

“It's a shame I didn't get a chance to thank you in person for a wonderful experience that the 

conference has been. Bringing together people from different sides of bilingualism - research and 

clinical -  was an inspired decision which, in my opinion, paid off volumes. Thank you again for 

including my work in the conference. The warm memories of Chania will surely help me get through 

this winter season.” S. C. 

 

“Thanks again for the wonderful conference you organised. It was a perfect mix of topics, people, 

science and social gathering, bravo!” C. F. 

 

“Thank you again for organizing this very successful conference. Your conference has been a great 

success in all possible respects. I hope you continue the series and I wish you all the best with that.” 

K. D. K. 
 

“Once again I congratulate you on organising such a successful symposium and in such a wonderful 

island.” H. G. 

 

“I wanted to thank you very much for your excellent management of what has turned out to be a 

successful and highly stimulating conference. I am sure that everyone must have told you this. Such 

a conference involves enormous amounts of time and energy -- you must have been working so hard 

lately for everything to fall into place as it has. You deserve now a well-earned rest.” M. K. W. 

 

“Many thanks for your work and the brilliant conference.” M. K. 

 

“The conference was very enjoyable and academically very profitable. I am thrilled to hear there is a 

plan to have another ISMBS conference!” J. C. M. 

 

“It was my pleasure to be there and to share what I have been doing with a group of outstanding 

academicians. The conference, the organization and of course Crete was super.” F. H. O. 

 

“Just wanted to say thank you for a wonderful conference - it was really great and so well organised. 

Thank you! Are there plans for another one at some point?”  M. P. 

 

“Thank you for organising such an interesting conference, and being a great host.”  E. P. 

 

“I would like to thank you and your coorganisers again for a wonderful conference! I learned a lot, 

and had a very good time. It was a privilege to finally be able to visit Crete.” B. P. 

https://uk-mg5.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=cgqfnpkovks3q


 

“Thank you for hosting a wonderful conference.  I enjoyed meeting so many people from so many 

different places.“ A. S. 

 

“I enjoyed the conference very much. Thank you for organising everything!” E. S. 

 

“Thank you again for the wonderful ISMBS conference. I heard many very good talks and met new 

people, and so I found the whole conference really inspiring.” E. S. 

 

“I enjoyed the conference very much; interesting talks, nice participants and the wonderful place. I 

do appreciate your painstaking work for the organization and engagement of the conference, and 

needless to say, your Greek hospitality! It would be nice to see this interdisciplinary symposium 

growing steadily.” I. U. 

 

“Now that I've returned home, I would like to thank you again for a wonderful conference and for all 

your efforts to make it happen. ISMBS was very interesting and stimulating for me, in terms of its 

content, the participants and beautiful surroundings of Chania. I think it turned out to be a great 

success.” M. W. 

 

“Thanks again for your wonderful hospitality & congratulations for the organization.” M. Y. 
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